Synchronicity
Be in The Right Place
at the Right Time
mindpersuasion.com

Instructions
Listen with headphones and eyes closed. Visualize any
situation where you are showing up just at the right place
in the right time. Visualize walking down the street and
seeing doors opening up into perfect opportunities.
Imagine any social situation where you are meeting the
perfect people.

Tips for Success
Keep a daily journal and record any objective evidence that
you are finding more opportunities and meeting more
people that can help you get what you want. Record any
observations others make about your sudden luck.
Please visit our forum to share your successes, or to ask
any questions:
mindpersuasion.net

Affirmations
I'm always in the right place at the right time
I always am where I need to be
I am open to intuition
my intuition is strong
my intuition is accurate
I benefit from my intuition
every day I am more open
every day my intuition gets stronger
I am guided by a higher power
I am lead by a higher power
I am instructed by a higher power
my intuition is incredibly strong
my intuition is incredibly accurate
I sense things before they happen
I know when to move forward
I know when to hold back

I sense happenings before they occur
I sense when people seek my presence
I know when people are thinking of me
I am connected on a higher level
I am tuned into a higher frequency
I know things beyond understanding
I know things that are impossible to know
I sense things that are impossible to sense
people admire me for my skills
people admire me for my intuition
my intuition leads me to safety
my intuition leads me to love
my intuition leads me to riches
my intuition leads me to happiness
my intuition leads me to deep satisfaction
You're always in the right place at the right time
You always are where You need to be

You are open to intuition
your intuition is strong
your intuition is accurate
You benefit from your intuition
every day You are more open
every day your intuition gets stronger
You are guided by a higher power
You are led by a higher power
You are instructed by a higher power
your intuition is incredibly strong
your intuition is incredibly accurate
You sense things before they happen
You know when to move forward
You know when to hold back
You sense happenings before they occur
You sense when people seek your presence
You know when people are thinking of you

You are connected on a higher level
You are tuned into a higher frequency
You know things beyond understanding
You know things that are impossible to know
You sense things that are impossible to sense
people admire you for your skills
people admire you for your intuition
your intuition leads you to safety
your intuition leads you to love
your intuition leads you to riches
your intuition leads you to happiness
your intuition leads you to deep satisfaction

